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SP-11 is alive!   

 On July 20, 2009 KLB officially began phase 1A of I-90 Snoqualmie Pass East WSDOT project. Initially the 

plan was to construct three haul routes. The plan changed significantly through the request of a CRIP (Cost Re-
duction in Price), utilizing KLB’s conveyor belt loader (SP-11). This method of loading haul trucks proved to be a 

huge success mainly because the majority of the project was consumed by the hauling. The synchronizing of the 
day time stockpiling and the night time hauling became critical in that enough material needed to be stockpiled 

to meet the demands of the night crew hauling. 256,880 cubic yards of material was taken out of Keechelus Lake 

(a.k.a. Stump Lake) and was later increased by 10,000 CY. 
 Along with the hauling, a temporary detour bridge at Gold Creek was built by our bridge subcontractor, 

Vetch Construction. The temporary bridge will be utilized during the future phases of construction. Prior to any 
dirt work all necessary erosion and sedimentary control measures needed to be installed. This included 8,440 feet 

of silt fence, 2,400 feet of floating silt curtain, a tire wash and numerous check dams and straw wattles. 
 With every job there are always valuable lessons to learn from, and this job is no exception. If I were to 

look back I would say that the following were two areas where our KLB crews learned these lessons: accuracy at 

interpreting survey stakes needed for shoring and a means and method at installing floating silt curtain. Although 
lessons like these may create minor set backs, it’s these same lessons that improve and sharpen our skills. Even 

Dick Wall got the opportunity to improve on his boating skills and swimming technique, lol. 
 As winter approaches with the end of the 70 working day time line, KLB again has proven itself by ac-

complishing another successful project.  Thanks to all our operators, laborers, drivers, maintenance and flaggers 

for all their endless hard work.  The KLB management staff: Project Manager– Aiesh Ragih, Superintendent - Dick 

Wall, Project Assistant - Ed Aguigui, Foreman - Bill Feeney and Kyle Nicolson. 

Yes, Dick fell out of the 

boat! 

Dick Wall installing a floating silt curtain 

SP-11 Screen Plant 
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 KLB Safety 

PRECAUTIONS TO TAKE WHEN EXPOSED TO COLD WEATHER  
Cold Temperature Exposures, Injuries, and Controls on the Jobsite  

Wearing the proper clothes may be the most significant precaution to reducing cold stress. Wearing  
 appropriate clothes for cold weather involves using three layers of clothing. Also use layering to  
 protect the head, hands, and feet.  
Drink plenty of fluids, preferably warm, sweet beverages. Thirst is suppressed in a cold environment and 

dehydration may occur when fluid intake is reduced.  
Increase caloric intake when working in cold environments. Workers in cold environments who wear 

heavy, protective clothing expend more heat and so require 10-15 percent more calories. Eat warm, 
high-calorie foods such as hot pasta dishes. 

Stretch and flex programs and a work warm-up schedule should be used to provide initial and then 
periodic warm-up breaks. Additional breaks should be taken as the wind velocity increases and/or the 
temperature drops.  

Avoid taking certain drugs such as alcohol, nicotine, caffeine, and medication that inhibits the body's 
response to cold or impairs judgment.  

Avoid the cold if you are becoming exhausted or immobilized. These conditions can accelerate the  
 effects of cold weather.  
Shield work areas from drafty or windy conditions. Provide a heated place for workers with prolonged 

exposure to equivalent wind-chill temperatures of 20◦ F or less.  
Select the warmest hours of the day when braving the cold. Try to minimize activities that reduce circu-

lation. 
Watch for the symptoms of cold-related stress: heavy shivering, uncomfortable coldness, numbness, 

severe fatigue, drowsiness, and/or euphoria.  
Use the buddy system. Always work in pairs when working in extreme weather conditions so partners 

can monitor one another and obtain help quickly in an emergency.  

To All 

In this issue you will see a couple of exciting projects featured, and as always it 

is good for all of us to look in the mirror at the things we have accomplished and 

stand tall for what we have achieved! This is a good segue to touch on; not just 

building projects but building people! That is what has made KLB so successful for 

the past 25 years. Allowing people to excel at what they are good at and working 

with one another to make us all better! We are in turbid times and unless we keep 

that same charter we will end up tossed aside like some of our competition. I know 

it's an old adage but it still remains true "when the going gets tough the tough get 

going".  Looking back 25 years ago, we did not envision KLB to be what it has become 

today, however we continue to push forward and develop good people around us which 

will in turn continue all of our success! 

Thank you all for being a part of our 25th Anniversary year! 

 

Stay safe - KLB and BG 

 

Time to Prepare for Winter Work 
 Several of our winter projects will require prolonged exposure to freezing temperatures that can result in  
injuries as serious as frostbite. Cold weather takes away body heat and cause the inner body temperature to fall to  
dangerously low levels resulting in hypothermia and possibly even death.  About 700 deaths a year are attributed to  
hypothermia alone, which results when the body’s internal temperature drops below 95°F. In addition:  
Exposed body parts may freeze in extreme cold weather (e.g. frostbite). Cold weather can aggravate existing medical  
conditions such as rheumatism and arthritis. Cold weather affects dexterity, mental skills, and coordination.  
Prolonged exposure to even moderately cold weather can cause injuries. Working in cold weather increases the risk of  
musculoskeletal injuries such as back strain.  

 Injuries due to cold stress can develop slowly and the symptoms may go undetected until your health or 
life is in danger. Cold weather generally causes decreased job safety, quality, and productivity and you must be 
proactive in fighting its serious dangers. 

Zak Collins 



Bellevue hOv…..the final leg 
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 This intricate system of pipes, sampling sta-
tions and treatment media was a real challenge to  
install due to its location off the roadway with the only 
access from a pedestrian/bike trail and the complexity 
and tight tolerances of the piping system involved.  
WSDOT was very particular on the installation as this 
site will serve as their primary testing ground for high-
way runoff for the next several years.  Punchlist items 
are also being wrapped up throughout the project with 
a completion slated for the end of October 2009. 
 Special thanks to all the hard work of supervi-

sors Vince Bosa, James Bosa, John Johnson, Ben 

Blanchard, Mike Klumb, Nate Andersh,  and all their 

many crew members who participated in this project 

and helped to make it a success. 

 KLB crews are quickly wrapping up 
work on the Bellevue HOV Design Build 
Project.  This project started in late 2007 and 
received substantial completion slightly 
ahead of schedule in Sept 2009.  A significant 
amount of hard work and effort has been 
expended over the last 2 ½ years to make 
this project a success.   KLB work included 
all excavation, grading, underground utili-
ties and MSE walls for widening of this 2 
mile corridor.  Recent items completed  
included the “Science Experiment” where 
WSDOT will analyze the treatment of high-
way runoff through different types of special 
soil materials (see photo below). 

Substantial Completion Celebration August 2009 

KLB reaches new heights with this 50’ MSE wall. 
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The Main Office Staff Competes with PUMPKINS! 

 

Yes, it’s true KLB Construction has 
made its way to YouTube.  We’ve 

posted our KLB branding video to 
share with the world a small piece of 

KLB and our interpretation of who 

we are.  The website is  
currently being revamped behind the 

scenes and is planned to be debuted 
in early 2010.   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UR3F5GXAd18 

Everett Riverfront Surcharge - July 2009 

You Tube 

JOBSITE SNAPSHOTS 

Nalley Valley - setting manholes  


